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Electronic structure of the vortex lattice of d-, d¿ is-, and dx2Ày2¿ idxy-wave superconductors
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On the basis of the self-consistent Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations and a tight-binding lattice model, we
investigate the quasiparticle spectrum of vortex-lattice state in pured-, mixed d1 is, anddx22y21 idxy-wave
superconductors. For ad-wave case, the local density of states~LDOS! at the vortex core shows a multipeak
structure, and the positions of peaks as well as the width of splitting between peaks are sensitively dependent
on both the magnetic-field strength and the orientation of the vortex lattice. For the mixedd1 is- and
dx22y21 idxy-wave pairing states, we observe a double-peak structure of the local density of states at vortex
center, where the two peaks are asymmetrically situated around the Fermi energy. By taking into account the
matrix-element effect, the local density of states appears to be qualitatively consistent with the scanning-
tunneling-microscopy experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a number of experimental evidences h
demonstrated that the dominant pairing state of high-Tc su-
perconductors has adx22y2 symmetry.1,2 Many investigations
have been stimulated in clarifying the nature of electro
structure in the vortex state ofd-wave superconductors be
cause such an issue is important in understanding var
static and transport properties in the mixed state of highTc
materials. In the vortex state of conventionals-wave super-
conductors, Caroli, de Gennes, and Matricon3 predicted the
existence of discrete quasiparticle excitations localiz
around the vortex core long ago, which was observed l
by scanning-tunneling-microscopy~STM! experiment on
NbSe2 .4 On the other hand, in thed-wave case, due to th
existence of four nodes of the superconducting gap, it w
argued5 that the low-lying quasiparticle states around t
vortex core are delocalized with wave functions extend
along the nodal directions. Numerical studies on both e
tronic structure of the vortex lattice within a tight-bindin
lattice model6 and an isolated vortex line in a continuu
model5 in the framework of Bogoliubov-de Gennes~BdG!
theory7 demonstrated that the local density of states in
vortex core has a broad featureless peak centered ar
zero energy in contrast to the clearly resolved bound-s
structure8–10 in s-wave cases, indicating that the vortex-co
quasiparticle states betweend-wave ands-wave supercon-
ductors are essentially different. However, the STM m
surements on YBa2Cu8O72d ~YBCO!11 and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8
~BSCCO!12 found that the tunneling conductance at vort
center does not exhibit the broad peak around the Fe
energy as theoretically expected and a double-peak spli
symmetrically around zero bias is revealed.

The discrepancy has intrigued significant theoretical ef
to reconcile the theory with experimental observation. In
framework of a weak coupling mean-field approach, Fra
and Tes´anović5 proposed a magnetic-field-induced mixe
dx22y21 idxy (Dxy /Dx22y2.0.17) state and studied the tun
neling conductance of a single vortex in the very low fie
0163-1829/2002/65~6!/064527~10!/$20.00 65 0645
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region to qualitatively explain the experimental data. On
other hand, Yasui and Kita13 investigated the quasiparticl
spectrum of the pured-wave vortex-lattice state by employ
ing a Landau-level-expansion method in solving the B
problem. In intermediate magnetic field, they found cle
double-peak structure of the spectrum for systems with s
coherent length (kFj<5) and the splitting is found to be
proportional to the field strength. Furthermore, they fou
that mixing of a small value ofdxy- or s-wave component
(Dxy /Dx22y2.0.06) has little effect on the tunneling spectr
Triggered by the above-mentioned seemingly contradict
theories, the actual effect of the finite field and the mixedd
1 is and dx22y21 idxy ~will be called d1 id8-wave later!
pairing state on the spectrum of quasiparticle excitation
studied in this work by numerical diagonalization of the Bd
equation established on a 2D lattice. First, we perform
study on the square-vortex-lattice state of a pured-wave su-
perconductor at finite magnetic field ranging from 14–32
~where the lattice constant of the underlying lattice is cho
as 5 Å! with kFj.1. Around zero energy, both broad pea5

and double-peak13 structure of the local density of state
~LDOS! at the vortex core are revealed for some spec
parameters. However, generally speaking, we find that
LDOS at the core has multipeak splitting with the sing
broad peak and double-peak structure as its two specific
amples. Moreover, as the field varies, there is no simple p
portional relation between the splitting width and fie
strength; on the contrary, the peak position and its splitt
width are sensitively dependent on both the field and
orientation of vortex lattice, which indicates that the expe
mental data might not be simply understood only in terms
a pured-wave superconductor at finite magnetic fields. S
ond, we take the mixing ofs- or dxy-wave component into
consideration. The time-reversal-symmetry-breakingd1 id8
state was first invoked by Laughlin14 to explain the experi-
mental observation of a plateau in thermal conductivity
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d at finite fields,15 and later addresse
within Ginzburg-Landau~GL! theory at low-field16 and high-
field region17 through field-induced phase transition. Appl
©2002 The American Physical Society27-1
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ing the BdG theory, we study the vortex-lattice structure o
d1 is- and ad1 id8-wave state that are favorable at fini
fields withDs /Dd&0.4 andDd8 /Dd&0.2. We find a double-
peak structure of the LDOS at the vortex core asymme
cally located with respect to zero energy. One peak co
sponds to vortex-bound state as ins-wave superconductor
and the other corresponds to the coherent peak at the
edge of the subdominants- or dxy-wave component. Em
ploying the matrix-element effect,18 an approximately sym-
metric double-peak structure can be observed, which
qualitatively consistent with experimental data.

II. MODEL AND BASIC EQUATIONS

In this work, we adopt an extended Hubbard model o
two-dimensional~2D! lattice with nearest-neighbor~NN!
hopping and onsite, nearest-neighbor, and/or next-nea
neighbor~NNN! pairing interactions to model the decouple
CuO2 layers of high-Tc cuprates. The model Hamiltonian
expressed as

H52 (
^ i , j &s

t i j cis
† cj s2m(

is
nis2V0(

i
ni↑ni↓

2
V1

2 (
^ i , j &ss8

nisnj s82
V2

2 (
Š^ i , j &‹ss8

nisnj s8 . ~1!

Herenis5cis
† cis is the electron number operator for spins

on site i, ^i,j& and Š^ i , j &‹ denote NN and NNN pairs in the
lattice, respectively.m is the chemical potential. The hoppin
integral is written as

t i j 5t expF2
ip

F0
E

r i

r j
A~r !•dr G ,

with A(r ) the vector potential andF05hc/2e the supercon-
ducting flux quantum.V0 , V1 , V2.0 are onsite, NN, and
NNN attractive potentials, which give rise to the pairing
the s-wave, dx22y2-wave, anddxy-wave channel, respec
tively. With appropriate setting of the values ofV0 , V1 , and
V2 , s-, dx22y2, mixedd1 is, or d1 id8-wave superconduct
ing instability can be reached. By applying the se
consistent mean-field~MF! approximation and performing
the Bogoliubov transformation,6,7 diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian ~1! can be achieved by solving the followin
BdG equations:

(
j

S Hi , j D i , j

D i , j* 2Hi , j* D S un~r j !

vn~r j !
D5EnS un~r i !

vn~r i !
D , ~2!

where un , vn are the Bogoliubov quasiparticle amplitud
with corresponding eigenvalueEn and

Hi , j52d i 1t, j t i j 2d i j m,

with t56 x̂,6 ŷ are unit vectors; therefore, according
d i 1t, j , only NN sites hopping will be taken into conside
ation. The mean-field pairing potential is defined as

D i , j5d i j D0~r i !1d i 1t, jD~r i ,r i 1t!,
06452
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where

D0~r i !52V0^ci↓ci↑&5V0(
n

un~r i !vn* ~r i !tanhS En

2kBTD ,

D~r i ,r i 1t!52V1,2̂ ci↓ci 1t↑&5
V1,2

2 (
n

@un~r i !vn* ~r i 1t!

1un~r i 1t!vn* ~r i !#tanhS En

2kBTD ,

with t56 x̂,6 ŷ for the NN sites pairing andt56 x̂6 ŷ for
the NNN sites pairing case. Thedx22y2-wave anddxy-wave
pairing potential is given by

Dx22y2~r i !5@D x̂~r i !1D2 x̂~r i !2D ŷ~r i !2D2 ŷ~r i !#/4,

Dxy~r i !5@D x̂1 ŷ~r i !
1D2 x̂2 ŷ~r i !2D x̂2 ŷ~r i !2D2 x̂1 ŷ~r i !#/4,

~3!

where

Dt~r i !5D~r i ,r i 1t!expF2
ip

F0
E

r i

r i 1t
A~r !•dr G .

In this paper, we will study square-vortex-lattice config
rations with two different kinds of orientation, where the N
vortices are aligned along the@100# or @110# direction of the
underlying crystal lattice~in the following, we denote the
former configuration as ‘‘I’’ and the latter ‘‘II’’!. To study
vortex-lattice states, we employ themagneticunit cell that
accommodates two vortices, i.e., one electronic flux quan
f05hc/e ~two superconducting flux quanta 2F0!. Com-
monly, the primitive translation vectors of the magnetic u
cell are Rx5aNxx̂ and Ry5aNyŷ, where a is the lattice
constant and will be taken as unity in the following discu
sion. Applying the theory of magnetic translation group19

the quasiparticle amplitudeun and vn can be expressed a
magnetic Bloch states~eigenfunctions of the subgroup of th
magnetic translation group!

un
k~r !5exp~ ik•r !ũn

k~r !,

vn
k~r !5exp~ ik•r !ṽn

k~r !, ~4!

which are labeled by the quasimomentumk. un
k andvn

k have
the following translation properties:

S un
k~r1R!

vn
k~r1R! D 5exp~ ik•R!S un

k~r !exp„ix~r ,R!/2…

vn
k~r !exp„2 ix~r ,R!/2…D , ~5!

where R5mRx1nRy is magnetic translation vector. Th
phase factorx(r ,R) has an identical form despite the speci
choice of gauge. Within the Landau gauge whereAL(r )
5(0,Hx,0) and the symmetric gauge withAS(r )5H3r /2
5(2Hy,Hx,0)/2, we have

xL~S!~r ,R!5
2p

F0
AL~S!~R!•r12mnp. ~6!
7-2
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE VORTEX LATTICE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 064527
From Eqs.~3!–~6!, one can readily find thatDx22y2(r i) @and
Dxy(r i)# has the following translation property:Dx22y2(r i
1R)5Dx22y2(r i)exp@ix(r ,R)#.

For convenience of numerical calculation, we choose
Landau gauge to deal with the square-vortex-lattice confi
ration I and the symmetric gauge to deal with configurat
II. In both cases, the magnetic field is approximated to
uniform, which is appropriate for type-II high-Tc supercon-
ductors at finite fields. Substituting Eq.~4! into the BdG Eq.
~2!, the original vortex-lattice problem changes into
eigensystem defined within one single magnetic unit cell

(
j

exp„ik•~r j2r i !…S Hi , j D i , j

D i , j* 2Hi , j* D S ũn
k~r j !

ṽn
k~r j !

D 5En
kS ũn

k~r i !

ṽn
k~r i !

D ,

~7!

together with the appropriate boundary conditions deriv
from Eq. ~5!,

S ũn
k~r1R!

ṽn
k~r1R! D 5S ũn

k~r !exp„ix~r ,R!/2…

ṽn
k~r !exp„2 ix~r ,R!/2…D . ~8!

For the vortex lattice withMx3M y number of magnetic uni
cells, the magnetic wave vectork52p(mx ,my)/
(aNx,yMx,y), with mx,y50,1,...,Mx,y21, is defined in the
first magnetic Brillouin zone. Similarly, we obtainD0(r i)
andDt(r i) expressed byũn

k and ṽn
k ,

D0~r i !5V0(
k,n

ũn
k~r i !ṽn

k* ~r i !tanhS En
k

2kBTD ,

Dt~r i !5
V1,2

2 (
k,n

@ ũn
k~r i !ṽn

k* ~r i 1t!e
2 ik•t

1ũn
k~r i 1t!ṽn

k* ~r i !e
ik•t#tanhS En

k

2kBTD .

With the above boundary conditions, the resulting quasip
ticle spectrum is obtained by repeated diagonalization of
BdG equations and iteration of the pairing potential un
sufficient accuracy is achieved~in the present work, the
maximum relative error of the pairing potential is controll
<1%!.

Once the BdG Eqs.~7! is solved self-consistently, th
quasiparticle-excitation spectrum can be obtained. The lo
density of states~LDOS! is given by

r~r i ,E!52
1

MxM y
(
k,n

@ uũn
k~r i !u2f 8~En

k2E!

1uṽn
k~r i !u2f 8~En

k1E!#, ~9!

where f (E) represents the usual Fermi distribution functio
In the following sections, the electronic structure of t
vortex-lattice state ind-, d1 is-, andd1 id8-wave supercon-
ductors will be studied.
06452
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III. LDOS OF PURE d-WAVE VORTEX LATTICE

For convenience of later comparison, the electronic str
ture of the vortex-lattice state of a pured-wave supercon-
ductor is studied at first. The size of the magnetic unit cel
NLa32NLa for the Landau gauge corresponding to a ma
netic fieldHL5F0 /(2NL

2a2) andNsa3Nsa for the symmet-
ric gauge corresponding to a magnetic fieldHs

5F0 /(Ns
2a2), where NL and Ns are both integers.m/t

521, which gives rise to a band filling factor^n&.0.62. To
get thed pairing instability,V1 will be taken as positive and
V0 , V250. We useV1 /t53.0, m/t521.0. This set of
parameter values results inDd /t50.368 andTc

d/t50.569.
The coherent peak of thed-wave order parameter is a
Dmax/t.1.1. From the BCS formulaj5\vF /pDmax
;EF /pDmaxkF , we havekFj.1.

First we give the LDOS of the puredx22y2-wave vortex
lattice in Fig. 1, which is proportional to the differential tun
neling conductance of the STM experiments. We find that
azimuthally averaged LDOS of the intervortex sites far fro
the vortex center behaves like that of the homogeneous z
field case. At about61.1t, there are coherence peaks corr
sponding to the superconducting gap edgeDmax, while
around61.8t there are peaks reflecting the Van Hove sing
larity of the band.6 There are no bound states localize
around the vortex core of pured-wave superconductors
which is consistent with the results of the BdG study of bo
an isolated vortex5 and vortex lattice6,20 at low magnetic
fields while is in contrast with those ofs-wave vortex
problems.3,8–10 We have studied the variation of LDOS a
vortex core with magnetic field by changing the magne
unit cell size. The results are shown in Fig. 1. We find th
besides broad resonant peak centered near the zero e
@see Figs. 1~a2!, 1~a3!, and 1~b5!#, which was pointed out in
Refs. 5, 6, 20, there are also peak splittings where their w
and position exhibit significant dependence on both the m
netic field and vortex-lattice arrangement. This multiple-pe
feature of the spectrum line is clearly different from th
broad featureless resonant peak reported in Ref. 5 and
fine details observed in the single-vortex study,5 which were
contributed to possible finite-size effect. We find that the
peaks correspond to subbands generated by the ove
among the low-lying vortex-core quasiparticle resona
states of different vortices. Figure 2 shows the quasipart
subband spectra in the first magnetic Brillouin zone of vor
lattice I and II for the magnetic-field strengthHL

5F0 /(324a2) and HS5F0 /(338a2). It can be seen tha
although the applied field is approximately the same
these two configurations the dispersion differs with ea
other largely. From Fig. 2~b! a cluster of subbands rangin
from 0.05t to 0.15t gives rise to the double-peak splitting o
LDOS at the Fermi surface as shown in Fig. 1~b2!, while the
nearness or even crossing of the subbands in Fig. 2~a! results
in a broad peak with only weak oscillations, as seen in F
1~a2!. Similar sensitivity of subband spectrum to the fie
strength is also found, which leads to the large variation
LDOS with changing field strength, as seen in Fig. 1. Suc
strong field effect has also been pointed out in Ref. 21 i
non-self-consistent solution of the BdG Hamiltonian
7-3
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FIG. 1. LDOS at the center of vortex~solid line! and spatially averaged LDOS of the intervortex sites~dashed line! at T50. Left:
vortex-lattice configuration I; from~a1! to ~a5! the magnetic unit cell sizes are 16332, 18336, 20340, 22344, and 24348. Right:
vortex-lattice configuration II; from~b1! to ~b5! the magnetic unit cell sizes are 24324, 26326, 28328, 30330, and 32332.
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For the reason that the wave functions of the low-lying re
nant states are extended mainly along the nodal direct
whereDd(k) vanishes, strong interference effect21 of these
states causes the remarkable oscillation of the spectra
even slight change of the field~accordingly, magnetic uni
cell size! and vortex arrangement.

For specific field strength and vortex-lattice configuratio
such as in Figs. 1~b2! and~b3!, the LDOS might be qualita-
tively consistent with the double-peak structure of the tu
neling conductance observed in experiments11,12 and a self-
consistent BdG analysis of the quasiparticle spectrum
d-wave vortex lattice within a continuum model employing
Landau-level expansion method.13 However, the sensitivity
of the details of the peak structure to the field and vort
core arrangement indicates that the experimentally obse
double-peak structure at the vortex core mightnot be in close
06452
.
-
ns

ith

,

-

f

-
ed

connection with the vortex subbands if we further take in
account the fact that the experimentally observed vortex-c
states do not show any dependence on the applied mag
field in the range from 1 to 6 T~Ref. 24! and the vortex
lattice of real high-Tc cuprates seem more like disordere
vortex glass without long range order.11

In the following section, we invoke the mixedd1 is and
d1 id8 paring states to address the double-peak structur
the LDOS at vortex core, which is shown to be insensitive
the field variation and the orientation of vortex lattice.

IV. LDOS OF MIXED d¿ is- AND d¿ id8-WAVE VORTEX
LATTICE

In this section, the electronic structure of the vortex latt
state of thed1 is-wave ~d1 id8-wave! superconductor is
studied. Almost all parameters are the same as those in
7-4
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FIG. 2. Quasiparticle subband spectrum for the two square-vortex-lattice configuration.~a!: configuration I with magnetic unit cell size
18 and~b!: configuration II with magnetic unit cell size 26.
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above mentioned pured-wave case, except that bothV1 and
V0 (V2) are taken as positive whileV2 (V0) as zero to get
the d1 is (d1 id8) pairing instability. In Fig. 3, we presen
the phase diagram of the superconducting states within
tight-binding model withm/t521 andT50 for the homo-
geneous case. As the relative magnitude ofV1 andV0 (V2)
varies, different pairing states might be realized and
mixed d1 is wave ~d1 id8-wave! state exists in a relatively
narrow parameter region as shown in Fig. 3. To study
vortex-lattice state of the mixed-pairing phase when a u
form magnetic field is applied along thez axis of lattice, we
chooseV1 /t53.0, m/t521.0, andV0 /t52.4, 2.5 for the
d1 is phase andV2 /t52.0, 2.1, 2.2 for thed1 id8 phase.
From Fig. 3, we find that these values ofV0 andV2 are close
to the lower transition line that separates the puredx22y2

state with the mixedd1 is or d1 id8 phases and, therefore
pured-wave pairing state is favorable at zero field and w
06452
ur

e

e
i-

l

give rise to Dd /t50.368 and negligibly small (;1024t)
s-wave ordxy-wave components as our numerical calculati
shows.

However, when a moderate magnetic field is applied
the vortex-lattice state, nonzeros-wave ordxy-wave pairing
potential is generated due to the finite magnetic field (Hc1
!H!Hc2), which is consistent with the result of Ref. 13. I
Table I, we list the values of the pairing potentials for a fe
sets of parameter values, showing that thes- and d8-wave
components are small compared with the dominantd-wave
order parameter~Ds /Dd&0.4 andDd8 /Dd&0.2!. This field-
induced phase transition was first proposed by Laughlin14 for
dx22y21 idxy superconductors and later addressed within
framework of the GL theory at both low~near zero field!16

and high (H.Hc2)17 field. At low temperatures where STM
experiment is carried out, the previous theory chose a la
pairing interaction that gave rise to a result thatd1 id8 phase
e
-

FIG. 3. Phase diagram of th
pairing states at zero field. The pa
rameters arem/t521 andT50.
7-5
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even exists at zero magnetic field,5 which was inconsisten
with the experimental observation, while in our calculatio
pure dx22y2 phase is preferable whenH50. Therefore, our
results do not seem to contradict with a possible mixedd
1 id8 pairing phase suggested by the thermal conducti
experiment on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 at finite magnetic fields15 and
the puredx22y2 phase hinted by the low-temperature ST
data at zero field.23

In Fig. 4, we show the spatial variation of theuDx22y2u
and uDsu for the two vortex-lattice orientations of the mixe
d1 is-wave superconducting phase. The results indic
clearly a twofold symmetry, while in thed1 id8-wave case

TABLE I. The magnitude of thedz22y2, s, anddxy wave order
parameters averaged in a magnetic unit cell for a few sets of
rameter values. Other parameters are fixed withT50, m/t521,
andV1 /t53.0. The number with superscript ‘‘I’’ denotes the corr
sponding values for square-vortex lattice aligned along the@100#
direction with the magnetic unit cell size 20340@H
5F0 /(400a2)# and that with ‘‘II’’ for the p/4 tilted square-vortex
lattice with the magnetic unit cell size 28328@H5F0 /(392a2)#.

V0 /t Dx22y2 /t Ds /t

2.4 0.362I, 0.361II 0.090I, 0.081II

2.5 0.356I, 0.355II 0.154I, 0.153II

V2 /t Dx22y2 /t Dxy /t

2.0 0.364I, 0.362II 0.022I, 0.034II

2.1 0.362I, 0.360II 0.050I, 0.056II

2.2 0.360I, 0.358II 0.073I, 0.075II
06452
,
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te

we find fourfold symmetric structure~not shown here!,
which is consistent with the GL numerical analysis.25,26 Fur-
thermore, small components of higher order, such assx22y2

or sxy is also induced around the vortex center. In Fig. 5,
give the LDOS at the vortex core in thed1 is-wave pairing
state. In such a model it can be clearly seen that a sub
opens and a double-peak structure exists with minimum
the Fermi energy, which is qualitatively consistent with e
perimental data. Such a structure is insensitive to vort
lattice configuration and magnetic field, which indicate tha
originates from the fully gapped feature of thed1 is state.
However, the particle-hole symmetry is broken, with t
peak belowEF lying farther away and having smaller spe
tral weight than the peak aboveEF . E1 /uE2u.0.5,
uE2u/Dmax.1/7 whenV0 /t52.4 and increases toE1 /uE2u
.0.6 anduE2u/Dmax.1/5 whenV0 /t52.5 as shown in Fig.
5. By examining the position of the peaks in Fig. 5 and t
subband spectrum in Fig. 6, we find that the peak at nega
energyE2 actually coincides with the coherent peak at t
s-wave gap edge~Ds

g.0.15, 0.20 forV052.4, 2.5, respec-
tively!, while that at positive energyE1 corresponds to the
localized vortex-core state as in a pures-wave
superconductor.10 However, different froms-wave vortex-
bound states,8,10,13 there is only one closely coupled pair o
low-lying subbands within the thes-wave gap, originating
from the two vortices in each magnetic unit cell; therefo
the peak of LDOS around zero bias does not change in
ergy as a function of increasing distance from the vor
center. Moreover, these subbands exhibit considerable
persion showing that the overlapping of the localized c

a-
re
FIG. 4. Spatial distribution of
uDx22y2u ~a!, ~c! and uDsu ~b!, ~d!
for the two square-vortex-lattice
configurations. The parameters a
m/t521, T50, V1 /t53.0, and
V0 /t52.5. ~a! and ~b! correspond
to vortex-lattice configuration ‘‘I,’’
while ~c! and ~d! correspond to
configuration ‘‘II.’’
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FIG. 5. LDOS at the center of vortex~solid line! and spatially averaged LDOS of the intervortex sites~dashed line! at T50. ~a!, ~b!:
vortex-lattice configuration I;~c!, ~d!: vortex-lattice configuration II withV0 /t52.4, 2.5, respectively. The magnetic unit cell sizes are
340 for vortex-lattice configuration I and 28328 for configuration II.
th
th

gt
A
en

ins
ing

of
t

states of adjacent vortices is quite large. We attribute
large dispersion of the subbands to the smallness of
s-wave component, which results in long coherent len
characterizing the attenuation of the vortex-bound state.
cording to the rough estimation in Ref. 10, the coher
lengthjs5\vF /pDs

g;20a, 15a for V0 /t52.4, 2.5, respec-
06452
e
e

h
c-
t

tively. For the magnetic unit cell size 20 as in Fig. 6,js is
comparable with intervortex distance; therefore, this expla
the dispersion of the low-lying subbands and its flatten
whenDs

g increases@compare Fig. 6~a! with Fig. 6~b!#.
Figure 5 also shows that the spatially averaged LDOS

intervortex sites doesnot exhibit gap structure opened a
FIG. 6. Quasiparticle subband spectrum for the square-vortex-lattice configuration I with magnetic unit cell size 20340. ~a!: V052.4 and
~b!: V052.5. The solid lines show the positions of LDOS peaks at the vortex core. The temperature is chosen as 0.02t.
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FIG. 7. Density of states of mixedd1 is-wave pairing phase in
homogeneous case, withDd /t50.36 andDs /t50.15 ~solid line!.
Spatially averaged LDOS of intervortex sites of square-vort
lattice configuration I with magnetic unit cell size 20340 for d
1 is-wave state withV0 /t52.4 ~dashed line!. Density of states of
pure d-wave phase in homogeneous case withDd /t50.37 ~dotted
line!.
06452
6Ds
g nearEF expected ford1 is-wave pairing phase. Again

we employ the considerable dispersion of the low-lying su
band withinDs

g to explain this effect. That is, the long a
tenuation length of the vortex-core state makes the w
function of the quasiparticleleak out of the vortex center
and, therefore, makes contribution to the LDOS at interv
tex sites, which can partially close the expected gap as fa
Ds

g is small compared to the dominantd-wave component.
The thermally broadening effect will help this effect furthe
Detailed comparison of the spatially averaged LDOS’s
intervortex sites for mixedd1 is-wave phase at finite mag
netic fields with that at zero field is shown in Fig. 7 whe
the density of state of a pured-wave superconductor at zer
field is also given. NearEF , the averaged LDOS in vortex
lattice state clearly differs from that of homogeneous c
and behaves more like that of a pured-wave superconducto
at zero field whenT/t50.02 (T/Tc.0.035). This implies
that even ifd1 is-wave pairing phase does exist in the vo
tex phase it might be difficult to distinguish it from the pu
d-wave phase by examining the LDOS far away from t
vortex cores.

Similar results have also been found in the mixedd
1 id8-wave phase. The LDOS’s at the vortex core forV2 /t
52.0, 2.1, 2.2 have been given in Fig. 8~a!. With increasing
pairing interactionV2 , E1 and uE2u rise due to larger
dxy-wave component relative to approximately consta

-

e
-

8

FIG. 8. LDOS at the center of vortex for th
mixed d1 id8. wave pairing state in the square
vortex-lattice configuration II with V2 /t
52.0,2.1,2.2. The magnetic unit cell size is 2
328. ~a!: without blocking effect; ~b!: with
blocking effect
7-8
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Dx22y2 as shown in Table I. Combining with the result
mixed d1 is-wave state, we find that the main discrepan
between our theory and experimental data lies in the fact
in our model the double peaks locate asymmetrically w
respect toEF . We now employ the matrix-element effect18

of the possible intermediate layer~for example, BiO layer in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d! lying between the STM tip and the CuO
layer being probed to resolve such a discrepancy. The blo
ing effect was proposed by Zhu, Ting, and Hu18 to explain
the impurity state of BiSrCaCuO. It was pointed out that d
to the blocking of the Bi atom right above the Cu atom, t
experimentally measured LDOS at a Cu site is actuall
sum of the contribution of its NN sites in the CuO2 plane.
Therefore, we have

r̃~r0 ,E!5(
d

r~r01d,E!, ~10!

wherer 0 denotes the position vector of the vortex-core s
andd its four NN sites. The modified LDOS is shown in Fi
8~b!. In comparison with Fig. 8~a!, it can be seen that afte
taking into account the matrix-element effectE1 keeps al-
most unchanged whileE2 moves close toE1 and an ap-
proximate particle-hole symmetry is recovered. The mec
nism is that: according to the analysis of the vortex-bou
state of s-wave superconductor,8–10 the lowest-lying core
state~with eigenenergyE1! has largest spectral weight at th
vortex-center site while its time-reversal counterpart~with
eigenenergy2E1! has zero spectral weight. Therefore,
the vortex-center site the particle-hole asymmetry is ma
mum; however, at its NN sites, both states (6E1) have fi-
nite spectral weight showing the feature of particle-h
symmetry as seen in Fig. 8~b!. For the mixedd1 is-wave
pairing state, the conclusion is the same. We find that w
V0 /t52.5 for the d1 is-wave phaseE1 /Dmax.1/8 and
V2 /t52.2 for thed1 id8-wave phaseE1 /Dmax.1/5, which
is qualitatively consistent with experimental data.11,12

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the quasiparticle spectrum of pured-wave,
mixed d1 is-wave, andd1 id8-wave superconductors hav
been studied in the vortex-lattice state subject to a unifo
magnetic field perpendicular to the underlying 2D discretiz
lattice. We discussed the square vortex lattice with two ty
of orientations with respect to the underlying finite-size l
tice. The self-consistent BdG equations are solved num
cally.

For the d-wave pairing state, the quasiparticle spectru
shows that no bound states are revealed, being consi
with previous results.5,6 The LDOS at vortex core has a mu
tipeak structure. By changing the magnetic field, we find t
the peak positions and the width of peaks between pe
vary largely without a simple relation between the fie
strength and splitting of peaks. The LDOS at the vortex c
ter exhibits obvious difference for two orientations of t
square vortex lattice we study. The sensitivity of LDOS
the field and vortex arrangement is attributed to the inter
06452
y
at
h

k-

e

a

a-
d

t
i-

n

d
s

-
ri-

ent

t
ks

-

r-

ence effect of the wave function of quasiparticle state
adjacent vortices. Since the vortices in high-Tc materials
may not be regularly distributed, the double-peak struct
observed experimentally would not be explained by mer
including the field effect on pured-wave superconductors.

For the mixedd1 is and d1 id8 pairing, we chose the
parameters in such a way that pured-wave phase is stablize
at zero field while the mixedd1 is andd1 id8 are favorable
at finite fields. Vortex-bound state weakly localized arou
the vortex core is shown to be insensitive to both strength
field and vortex-lattice orientation. Due to the weakness
the subdominants- or dxy-wave component relative to th
dominant dx22y2-wave pairing potential, the vortex-boun
state has a characteristic length comparable with vor
vortex distance, which form one vortex-core quasiparti
subband. Accordingly, the LDOS at the vortex center has
asymmetric double-peak structure, where the peak co
sponding to the vortex-core quasiparticle subband has a p
tive energy and the other peak corresponding to the cohe
peak has a negative energy. The positions of both peaks
proportional to the magnitude of thes- or dxy-wave compo-
nent. By employing the matrix-element effect18 proposed to
deal with the intermediate layer between the STM tip and
superconducting CuO2 layer, we find that the double pea
can locate symmetrically around the Fermi level, which
qualitatively consistent with STM observations.

It is natural to ask that whether the particle-hole symm
try of the tunneling conductance at the vortex core obser
in STM experiments on both YBCO11 and BSCCO12 is in-
trinsic for high-Tc cuprates or just a feint related to the e
istence of an intermediate layer, which might have nontriv
influence on STM measurements. Further STM experime
are needed to clarify this issue.

At present, there are still no concrete experimental e
dences of the bulk generation of the subdominantis or id8
component in high-Tc superconductors at finite fields. How
ever, various inhomogeneities, such as surfaces, grain bo
aries impurities, and vortices, have all been shown as sou
of the locally time-reversal-symmetry-breaking states.
fact, a spontaneous split of the zero-bias conductance p
observed in the surface of YBa2Cu8O72d was interpreted as
a signal of spontaneous time-reversal-symmetry break
implying the existence of anis or idxy component localized
near the surface.27,28The problem now is whether the globa
coherentd1 is- or d1 id8-wave state can be realized, as t
overlap of the the localis and id8 component generate
around vortex cores increases with the magnetic field. A
way, to study what new phenomena in the mixed state m
associate with the time-reversal-symmetry-breakingd1 is
andd1 id8 states is always an interesting issue, at least
theoretical research.
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